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Sigil Magic Slide 
 
 
introduction - 5 min 
 
Today I will be talking specifically on sigils, the wide selection of construction 
and origin, as well as some of my own slightly off road forms that come as a 
result of my use of kemetic and chaos magic methods. 

This follows loosely on from my witchfest talk a couple of years ago on amulets 
and symbolic magic and last years talk on cm where I briefly touched on sigils, 
runes. 

And in a strange way, although i set this topic shortly after witchfest last year i 
wasn't to know how much that would be relevant for this time last at witchfest 
my cm talk set in motion a number of events that furthered my exploration 
into sigil magic and some of that i will discuss here too. 

 

“Magick has many aspects, but primarily it acts as a dramatized system of psychology” 

– “Pope Bob”, Robert Anton Wilson 

 

 

 

filer - who am i etc 

 

Rosy Cross slide 
● Traditional sigil forms and how they are used 
● Usually worked via hebrew characters but i don't want to insult anyone 

by drawing them badly as i dont use that system.  
● Usually entity names, if anglic or heberew use the hebrew system. 

otherwise use latin form which is shown here 
● Keys of solomon (angels and demons) 2 min - sigels and seals 



● Rosy cross (kabalic) how are they drawn???? evoc book refs - 5 min 
● Circle start 
● Cross line end 
● Loops and bumps to indicate duplicate letters and/or selection of nother 

letter in that location 
● Seal is a sigil that refers to the name of a power/entity 

 

 

AOS Slide 
● Austin Osman Spare (acronym encoded intent) - 10min 
● Reduction of intent 
● Usually just duplicates removed but i prefer vowels as in egyptian 
● Ensure intent is positive and in the affirmative and not in past tense 
● Stylisation as will 
● Ecstatic creation and then fire and forget 
● How do they work? Intent during creation primarily 

 

Rune slide  

Compound runes (not quite sigils but along same lines)  5 min 

My rune slide 

● own methods  rest 
● mix of diffrent methods (heiroglpyhs, runes, and my own runes along with spare) 
● I dont use a fire and forget approach - combined with wishing and prefer 

to use in a way of amulets so I will have those i use on a regular basis.  
● Different from amulets which are using a basic or complex 

symbolic connection with the desired target. Sigils are purely 
manifestation of imagination 

● symbolism is everything 
● intent is key - like wishing but more visual. be positive. be precise. single 

focus is good. direction to the largest pool of event probabilities 
●  
● go along with idea that resultant image is just a key to reawaken the 

encoding method which is where the real magic comes form. that is 
where the intent builds in the act of understanding and refinement of the 
intent. 

● sigils are both wishing as well as a tool for reuse as in amulets  
● The use or application for sigils is very subversive in my approach. i will 

place where they need to go to either activate subconcoiusly by various 
people as they see them and not know. This is a crucial aspect to what 
follows. 

● Is there an ethics issue with this?  



   using own runes as sigils (sits between mthods) 

    based on amulets so symbolic shape too 

    touch pad sigils 

    wall decorating 

    deodarent spray 

    post it notes 
 
 

my rune as sigil use slide 
 

● The issue with travel curse. a personal effect only. 
● like wise with health and protection 

 

hokbot slide 
 
 

● hokbot - a CM project on software egregores 
● traditional forms 
● fractal maths 
● randomness seeded from social networking and chaos  and ethics 
● filler: my rune creation method 

 

 

 

Filler Slides 

 

Sacred geometry 

   Silly hellen blavastiiki (square forms) 
 

 

Egyptian judges were said to paint the feather of truth on the toungue 



preiets too would someone paint the symbols on the body or injest the 
symbols. 

Also used in many paths and socirties to draw and imbue such charged 
symbols. 

Different from amulets which are using a basic or complex symbolotic 
connection with the desired target. Sigils are purely manefstation of 
imagationg 

 

 

Zoedact method 

 

http://neuromagick.com/sigilsandseals 

http://disinfo.com/2012/12/abeginnersguidetosigilcraft/ 

https://home.comcast.net/~max555/book/Sigils.html 

http://www.mookychick.co.uk/health/spirituality/magical_sigils.php 

https://thetwistedrope.wordpress.com/2012/07/25/devo-magix-sigils/ 

 

 

http://neuromagick.com/sigils-and-seals
http://disinfo.com/2012/12/a-beginners-guide-to-sigil-craft/
http://www.mookychick.co.uk/health/spirituality/magical_sigils.php

